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The rapid emergence of Escherichia coli O157:H7 from an unknown
strain in 1982 to the dominant hemorrhagic E. coli serotype in the
United States and the cause of widespread outbreaks of human
food-borne illness highlights a need to evaluate critically the extent
to which genomic plasticity of this important enteric pathogen con-
tributes to its pathogenic potential and its evolution as well as its
adaptation in different ecological niches. Aimed at a better under-
standing of the evolution of the E. coli O157:H7 pathogenome, the
present study presents the high-quality sequencing and compara-
tive phylogenomic analysis of a comprehensive panel of 25 E. coli
O157:H7 strains associated with three nearly simultaneous food-
borne outbreaks of human disease in the United States. Here we
present a population genetic analysis of more than 200 related
strains recovered from patients, contaminated produce, and zoo-
notic sources. High-resolution phylogenomic approaches allow the
dynamics of pathogenome evolution to be followed at a high level
of phylogenetic accuracy and resolution. SNPdiscovery and study of
genome architecture and prophage content identified numerous
biomarkers to assess the extent of genetic diversity within a set
of clinical and environmental strains. A total of 1,225 SNPs were
identified in the present study and are now available for typing
of the E. coli O157:H7 lineage. These data should prove useful for
the development of a refined phylogenomic framework for foren-
sic, diagnostic, and epidemiological studies to define better risk in
response to novel and emerging E. coli O157:H7 resistance and
virulence phenotypes.
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The human pathogen Shiga-toxin–producing, nonsorbitol fer-
menting, and β-glucuronidase–negative Escherichia coliO157:

H7 is thought to have evolved from an O55:H7-like progenitor (1,
2). O157:H7 is the most common enterohemorrhagic E. coli se-
rotype found in North America. Although causing disease in
humans, E. coliO157:H7 does not appear to affect cattle, a major
reservoir for this organism (3, 4). The E. coli O157:H7 lineage is
distinguished from other E. coli serotypes by its highly homoge-
nous population structure, comparable to clonal microbial species
such as Yersinia pestis (5) orBacillus anthracis (6). During the last 3
decades, E. coli O157:H7 has established itself as a major enteric
pathogen, capable of causing large outbreaks of gastrointestinal
disease. E. coli O157:H7 infections usually have a food-borne
etiology (7). The virulence in E. coliO157:H7 has been attributed
to the lateral acquisition of genetic determinants, such as the
virulence plasmid pO157, the prevalence of a set of phylogeneti-
cally unrelated prophages (8) [in particular Shiga-like toxin (stx)–
converting phages, which can carry different stx subtypes (9)], O-
islands (10, 11), the locus of enterocyte effacement (LEE), the
arginine translocation system (12), and adhesion factors (13, 14).
However, little is known about the genomic diversity that exists
among extant populations of E. coli O157:H7 or how various
genotypes of this pathogen relate to development and severity of
human disease, thus underscoring the need to understand the
genome dynamics and plasticity of this important pathogen. In the
context of this study, “population” is defined as a group of isolates
temporally related and linked through strain-associatedmetadata,
such as time (period), source, outbreak, or genotypic assignment.
Infected patients present with a range of gastrointestinal mor-
bidities such as severe abdominal cramping with little or no as-

sociated fever and a watery diarrhea, which can develop into se-
vere bloody diarrhea (15). Although many infected with the
pathogen remain asymptomatic, an estimated 15–20% of people
infected with E. coli O157:H7 present with indications severe
enough to require hospitalization. In such cases, symptoms may
progress to hemolytic uremic syndrome (HUS), hemorrhagic co-
litis, and CNS failure with potentially lethal outcomes (16–18).
Three widely publicized food-associated outbreaks of E. coli
O157:H7 infections in 2006 captured the attention of the US
Congress as well as the public health, forensic, and lay commu-
nities (19). E. coli O157:H7 continues to be a significant public
health threat. Recent outbreaks have been associated with the
emergence of apparently more virulent E. coli O157:H7 clones,
with more than 50% of infected persons hospitalized and many
patients presenting with more severe clinical and potentially life-
threatening complications (19). These outbreaks were traced to
ingestion of contaminated fresh produce and are referred to as the
“spinach” (SP), “Taco Bell” (TB), and “Taco John” (TJ) out-
breaks. The spinach incident was a multistate outbreak (26 states)
that caused 199 illnesses and at least three deaths. Among the ill,
51% (102 patients) were hospitalized, and in 16% of the cases (31
patients), infection progressed to HUS and kidney failure (19).
Much research has been done to understand the pathogenesis of
E. coli O157:H7, but data addressing selection and adaptation of
variants during the time course of a single outbreak of human
disease are lacking. In this study the genetic analysis of 231 E. coli
O157:H7 strains, the genome sequences of 26 isolates (18 of which
were obtained for this study) allowed unprecedented insights into
the genomic plasticity and genome dynamics of the genetically
homogenous E. coli O157:H7 lineage. This extensive dataset en-
abled a detailed analysis of the types of host selection and adap-
tation occurring during the time course of a single outbreak on
a genome- and population-wide scale. This study identified nu-
merous biomarkers that aided in the development of a more re-
fined and accurate phylogenomic framework and contributed to
the investigation of the genetic relatedness of individual strains
and their assignment into distinct virulence clades.

Results and Discussion
Phylogenomic Analysis of the E. coli O157:H7 Lineage. The strain
history and associated metadata of all 231 strains analyzed in this
study are summarized in SI Materials and Methods and Dataset S1.
To resolve the genetically homogenous genome structure and
study the genetic relatedness of E. coli O157:H7 strains, we de-
ployed several strategies. Verotoxin profiling of 231 strains of
E. coli O157:H7, including the largest number of E. coli O157:H7
obtained from a single human outbreak (Dataset S1), revealed
that all 191 strains associated with the SP outbreak, three clinically
derived strains that the Centers for Disease Control (CDC)
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Fig. 1. Genome organization of E. coli O157:H7. (A) SNP discovery. Circles (numbered from outer to inner circle): predicted ORFs of strain EC4115 encoded on
the plus strands (circle 1) (with the replication initiation gene dnaA marked in red) and minus strands (circle 2). GC-skew (circle 3). χ2 indicating deviations in
the GC content (circle 4). SNP-backbone of the E. coli O157:H7 lineage comprising 1,225 SNPs; 356 sSNPs (green), 647 nonsynonymous SNPS (nsSNPs) (red), and
222 intergenic SNPs (blue) (circle 5), SNP distribution, genome-wide distribution of identified SNPs using a window size of 5 kbp: 0–3 SNPs (light blue), 4–5
(gold), 6–7 (orange), 8–10 (red) (circle 6). Circles 7–30 show Individual SNP patterns referenced to EC4115 positions in strains EC4045 (7), EC4042 (8), EC4113 (9),
EC4076 (10), EC4084 (11), EC4127 (12), EC4191 (13), EC4205 (14), TW14359 (15), EC4206 (16), EC4196 (17), EC4401 (18), EC4486 (19), EC4192 (20), EC4009 (21),
EC508 (22), EC869 (23), FRIK2000 (24), FRIK966 (25), EC536 (26), EDL933 (27), Sakai (28), TW14588 (29), and EC4501 (30). VNTR (Variable Number Tandem
Repeat) loci are marked in the outermost circle (1). (B) Genome architecture. Circles from outer to inner circle: predicted ORFs of strain EC4115 encoded on the
plus (circle 1) and minus (circle 2) strands; GC-skew (circle 3); χ2 indicating deviations in the GC content (circle 4); SNP-backbone of the E. coli O157:H7 lineage
comprising 1,225 SNPs; 356 sSNPs (green), 647 nsSNPs (red), and 222 intergenic SNPs (blue) (circle 5); SNP distribution, genome-wide distribution of identified
SNPs using a window size of 5 bp, 0–3 (light blue), 4–5 (gold), 6–7 (orange), 8–10 (red) (circle 6). Circles 7–30 show comparative nucleotide analysis of EC4115
(7–30) with nucleotide identities as follows: 100–98% (dark blue), 98–95% (blue), 95–90% (orange), 90–85% (gold), 85–70% (yellow) to strains EC4045 (7),
EC4042 (8), EC4113 (9), EC4076 (10), EC4084 (11), EC4127 (12), EC4191 (13), EC4205 (14), TW14359 (15), EC4206 (16), EC4196 (17), EC4401 (18), EC4486 (19),
EC4192 (20), EC4009 (21), EC508 (22), EC869 (23), FRIK2000 (24), FRIK966 (25), EC536 (26), EDL933 (27), Sakai (28), TW14588 (29), and EC4501 (30). VNTR loci are
marked in the outermost circle (1). (C) Phage content. Chromosomal key markers in the E. coli O157:H7 lineage are shown in circles (numbered outer to inner)
7–11. Genomic islands for enterocyte effacement (LEE) and tellurite (Ter) resistance (magenta), and CRISPR loci (brown). TER-GI1 is introduced by prophage
P4a and thus is unique to EDL933 (circle 7). Common prophages in the E. coli O157:H7 lineage (orange) labeled according to ref. 40 (8). Potentially Stx-
converting phages (red) (9). Signatures of the SP strains: prophages are shown in dark blue, genomic islands in light blue, and polymorphisms among the SP
strains in light green (10). Identified isolate specific prophages in the studied population are shown in circle 11. Stx prevalence is shown in circle 12: Stx-
positive loci in the SP strains are marked in red; inactive loci are marked in blue. Phage-attachment sites comprising tRNA loci are shown in brown, neigh-
boring IS elements in green, and genes in white. (D) Phage prevalence. Chromosomal key markers in the E. coli O157:H7 lineage are shown in circle 7. Circles
(numbered outer to inner) 8–23: show the common prophage pattern (orange) and islands (magenta) distinguishing phages EC4045 (8), EC4042 (9), EC4113
(10), EC4076 (11), TW14359 (12), EC4206 (13), EC4196 (14), EC4401 (15), EC4486 (16), EC4115 (17), EC508 (18), EC869 (19), EDL933) (20), Sakai (21), TW14588
(22), and EC4501 (23). Potentially Stx-converting phages are shown in red, other prophages and phage remnants in blue, and genomic islands in light blue;
absent phages are highlighted in gray. Of note, strain EC869 lacks both Stx2-converting phages (black), whereas the TJ strains carry an stx prophage at both
the argW and wrbA locus. Also, the EC869 P4-type phage is integrated within the borders of the LEE genomic islands at the selC locus. Phage-attachment sites
comprising tRNA loci are shown in brown, neighboring IS elements in green, and genes in black. The unique additional fragment in strain EC4115 integrated
within the borders of the Stx1-converting prophage at the yehV locus is a composite of the Sp9/Sp9’ prophages.
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considered by to be outliers and not associated with the SP out-
break, and all eight strains obtained from the TB outbreak share
a characteristic stx1-, stx2+, stx2c+ Shiga toxin content. Notably
among the collection examined, seven strains from unrelated hu-
man outbreaks (EC1574, EC1582, EC1585, EC1588, EC1592,
EC1610, EC4002, and EC508) assigned to clade 8 according to
Manning et al. (20) share this distinct verotoxin pattern, but other
genotypic and phenotypic data (Datasets S1 and S2) suggest that
these clade 8 strains are not directly phylogenetically related to the
SP or TB outbreak strains.

SNP-Derived Phylogeny of E. coli O157:H7. To establish a robust,
high-resolution phylogenomic framework for E. coli O157:H7, 16
genomes were subjected to SNP discovery and SNP validation by
comparing their genome sequences with the fully closed genome
of a strain collected at the time of the 2006 SP outbreak, strain
EC4115 (Dataset S1). This analysis yielded a panel of 1,225 high-
quality SNPs (Dataset S2) distributed stochastically within the
genome without any indication of mutational hotspots (Fig. 1A).
Nine additional previously sequenced E. coli O157:H7 genomes
were genotyped and placed in the phylogenetic tree by querying
their sequences against the SNP panel. This bioinformatic pipe-
line takes into account the sequence read coverage and quality,
genome coverage, and paralogous genomic regions. The SNP
panel comprised 356 synonymous SNPs, 647 nonsynonymous
SNPs, and 222 intergenic SNPs, far more than the SNP panel used
previously for clade assignments of E. coli O157:H7 strains (20,
21). We note that the SNPs showed only two different alleles for
every strain at each assayed position (Dataset S2), indicative of
low homoplasy. The high resolution of the SNP-derived phylo-
genetic scheme allowed the placement of strains from the 2006 SP,
TB, and TJ outbreaks onto distinct branches. Further, each E. coli
O157:H7 strain was subjected to a lineage-specific polymorphism
assay (LPSA) in six repetitive genomic loci (22), multilocus vari-
able-number tandem repeat analysis (MLVA) (23), and in silico
scoring of 96 SNPs previously used for clade typing (20) to assess
genetic heterogeneity among these strains. We note that the tree
architecture and branching is supported by the strain-specific
metadata, such as the LSPA-derived lineage and SNP-derived
clade assignment or the toxin content andMLVA types (Fig. 2 and
Datasets S1 and S2) (24). TJ strains EC4501 and TW14588 form
a cluster with the lineage I, clade 2 outbreak strains EDL933 and
Sakai (Fig. 2), fromwhich they are separated by 57 branch-specific
SNPs carrying 13 and 2 strain-specific SNPs, respectively (Dataset
S2). Lineage I strains are separated by 138 SNPs from the tran-
sitional lineage I/II strain EC536 (Dataset S2). The lineage II
strains [i.e., strains EC869, FRIK2000, and FRIK966 (25)] are of
bovine origin and cluster on a separate branch from lineage I and
lineage I/II strains that harbor 298 unique SNPs (Dataset S2) (26).
The phylogeny clearly reveals the homogenous genetic structure
of the strains obtained during the SP outbreak and a close genetic
relationship of the SP and TB outbreak strains. The lineage I/II
TB strains EC4486 and EC4401 are separated by 24 TB-specific
SNPs (Dataset S2) from the remainder of lineage I/II strains and
carry three and a single strain-specific SNPs, respectively. In-
terestingly, although obtained from the same outbreak, the line-
age I/II SP outbreak strains are split into two distinct genetically
heterogeneous groups by SNP-based phylogenetic placement of
the TB branch. Group A is separated by 16 lineage I/IIb-specific
SNPs and comprises 8 of 11 typical SP outbreak strains featuring
the dominant genotype, such as EC4045, and 3 of 11 bovine strains
from California farms, all of which were obtained during the 2-mo
period of the SP outbreak (Dataset S2). The SNP pattern among
group A lineage I/IIb strains is identical except for a single strain-
specific SNP in each California bovine strain (EC4205 and
EC4206) at positions 532 and 182, respectively, revealing the close
genetic relationship of these strains (Dataset S2). Besides the two
bovine and two TB outbreak strains, the genotypes of three clin-
ical outbreak strains (EC4196, EC4205, and EC4206) showed
variations from a dominant SP outbreak group A strain, such as
EC4205 (Dataset S2). The SP outbreak strains EC4009 and
EC4192 form a distinct lineage I/group B cluster together with the
Maine (ME) strain EC4115, which carries 15 strain-specific SNPs

(Dataset S2). According to the CDC epidemiological in-
vestigation, strain EC4115 was considered an outlier and was not
included as part of the SP outbreak. Our findings may support the
hypothesis that an unrelated outbreak was caused by such
EC4115-type strains or, alternatively, may indicate microevolu-
tion from the original outbreak isolates within the 2-mo timeframe
of the SP outbreak.

Genotypic SNP-Profiling. To validate our findings, we extended the
genotypic profiling and tested a total of 229E. coliO157:H7 strains
(Dataset S3). Strains were subjected to pyrosequencing-based
screening (27–29) of 19 canonical SNPs, which were chosen to
differentiate the newly defined individual phylogenetic branches
described above. The identified SNP panel allowed the genotypic
grouping of closely related strains with high phylogenetic accuracy
and resolution (SI Results and Discussion). However, SNP-based
genotypic profiles are essential but not sufficient to establish ge-
netic similarity. In this study we have fully characterized genetic
states within group A and group B strains of lineage I/II by cata-
loguing genome architecture as well as prophage prevalence and
location, revealing genetic heterogeneity among these strains.

Genome Organization in the E. coli O157:H7 Lineages. The genome
organization and plasticity of the E. coli genomes analyzed is
shown in Fig. 1. We found a well-defined chromosomal GC bias
defining the origin of replication at the dnaA gene. The fully
closed reference genome sequence (EC4115) consists of a cir-
cular chromosome of 5,572,075 bp with a G+C content of 50%
and coding density of 83% (Fig. 1A). Strain EC4115 harbors two
plasmids, virulence plasmid pO157 (94,644 bp), a characteristic
feature of the E. coli O157:H7 lineage, and pEC4115 (37,452
bp), a conjugal transfer plasmid (Fig. S1). PCR screening using
pEC4115-specific primers showed that pEC4115 is unique to ME
strains (EC4114, EC4115, and EC4116) and is absent from
closely related strains also derived from the SP outbreak (Table
S1). All the strains analyzed share a genome-wide synteny of the
chromosomal backbone (Fig. 1B) indicative of the lack of major
chromosomal rearrangements. Common features that define the
E. coli O157:H7 lineage are two tellurite genomic islands (TER-
GIs) and the LEE island. As evidenced in Fig. 1C, island TER-
GI1 is part of the P4a-PP prophage and is unique to strain
EDL933, whereas TER-GI2 is present in the remainder of E. coli
O157:H7 strains analyzed. The high degree of homology among
these multiple lambdoid phages is evident in the comparative
nucleotide analysis shown in Fig. 1B. The overall synteny is
disrupted by multiple insertion of prophages and genomic islands
(30), a characteristic feature of the E. coli O157:H7 genome
architecture (Fig. 1 C and D). Because of the highly homologous
nature of the chromosomal backbone and the integrated but
differently positioned lambdoid phages in the E. coli O157:H7
lineage, the genomic comparison makes sense only in the
broader context of the overall genomic architecture and in the
study of prophage and pathogenicity island prevalence and dy-
namics integrated at varying chromosomal locations (Fig. 1C).
As evidenced in Fig. 1D, sequence-based prophage profiling led
to the identification of numerous branch-specific prophage- and
island-borne genome signatures that should serve as valuable
biomarkers for future study of the E. coli O157:H7 lineage. We
could identify four potential integration sites carrying Stx-con-
verting phages (Fig. 1). The Stx2-converting phages target two
chromosomal loci (wrbA and argW) and could differ in their
regulatory circuits and verotoxin expression levels (31), Fig. 1C).
On the other hand, unlike the Stx2 prophage, the Stx2c and Stx1
prophages seem to target preferentially the sbcB and yehV loci,
respectively. These alterations in phage inventory and dynamics
are mediated by unknown prophages and phage combinations as
well as by varying integration loci (32), particularly in the Stx-
converting phages (Fig. 1D).

Prophage Prevalence and Dynamics in the E. coli O157:H7 Lineage.
The high-quality sequencing and optical mapping methodologies
used in this study were key for positioning the phage sequences
and other laterally acquired genomic islands (Fig. 1 B and C),
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a task otherwise difficult because of the highly homologous na-
ture of lambdoid prophages (33, 34). Comparative genomics
helped tracking alterations of the stx gene state (Fig. 2), which, in
part, could determine the virulence potential and ultimately
disease severity of E. coli O157:H7 (Dataset S1).

Stx2c Locus. An second set of stx genes was found in lineage I/II
clade 8 strains within the Stx2c-converting prophage integrated at
the sbcB locus (ECH74115_2944) (Dataset S1 and Fig. 1D). This
Stx2c prophage is a unique genomic feature of the SP and TB
outbreak strains and the HUS strain EC508 (19). As evidenced in
Fig. 3, this 57,224-bp phage bears a striking resemblance in gene
content and architecture to Enterobacteria phages derived from
other E. coli O157:H7 strains, such as the 57,248-bp human feces
phage 2851 isolated from strain CB2851 (35), the 62,147-bp phage
PP1717 (NC_011357), and the 54,896-bp phage YYZ2008
(NC_011356) (Fig. 3 and Table S2).

Stx2 Locus. Unlike the Stx1 and Stx2c phages, the Stx2-converting
phage is found integrated at two distinct chromosomal loci in the
E. coli O157:H7 lineages (Fig. 1 C and D). In lineage I, the stx2
genes of strains EDL933 and Sakai are found in the 62-kb pro-
phage CP-933-W at the wrbA locus (Z1423/Z1504) harboring
phage integrase intW (Z1424). The wrbA gene locus is unoccupied
in lineage I/II strains carrying this toxin type, but stx2 is found at the
argW gene locus (ECH74115_3581) (Fig. S2A). Verotoxin 2 is intro-
duced by a unique prophage variant, Sp15-PPV (62,282 bp), that
uses a phylogenetically unrelated integrase (ECH74115_3579).
This phage is homologous in architecture and gene content to the
60,238-bp phage 86 found in the human pathogenic E. coli O86
strain DIJI from Japan (AB255436). Its borders are defined by 25-
bp perfect direct-repeat attL/R sequences (Table S2), and the
integrases share 99% nucleotide identity. The target region of this
prophage ismarked by a change inG+C content and features genes
coding for a phage integrase and two phage-related DNA injection
proteins (ECH74115_3582–ECH74115_3584) adjacent to the argW
gene locus. The genetic composition of this phage integration site
makes it prone to lateral acquisition of foreign DNA. Analysis
of the wrbA and argW Stx2 subtypes revealed four major poly-
morphic sites that appear to drive microevolution of this stx2

prophage subtype (Fig. S2A): the insertion of two genes in phage
86 (Stx2-86_gp06/05), the altered gene content, the organization
between antitermination and replication loci (ECH74115_3543–
ECH74115_3552), and location in a region neighboring the repli-
cation exonuclease (ECH74115_3566–ECH74115_3573). Of note,
the stx2 phage in the lineage I/II strains contains a structural
pseudogene disrupted by an insertion sequence (IS) element, IS629,
absent in phage 86, which may alter the surface-exposed phage
structures and thus bacteria-host interactions. In silico analysis
showed yet another polymorphic verotoxin state in the TJ strains
EC4486 and EC4401 that carry two copies of the stx2 prophage
insertions at both the wrbA and argW loci (Fig. 1D and Dataset S2).

Stx1 Locus. In stx1-positive lineage I strains of E. coli O157:H7,
such as EDL933, stx1 genes are found within the cryptic prophage
Sp15-PPV (48,738 bp), which is characterized by its intV integrase
(ECSP_2997, ECH74115_3251) and is located near the yehV gene
and triplet tRNA loci. In lineage I/II strains, we identified two
distinct prophage variants at the yehV gene locus that readily ex-
plain the characteristic stx1-negative genotype of lineage I/II
strains (Fig. S2B). The first, slightly smaller Sp15-PPV variant
(48,144 bp), was characterized by the deletion of stx1 genes from
the prophage. A second, larger stx1-negative phage variant (93,567
bp) was distinguished by an additional 45,632-bp phage-related
fragment that encodes integrase intO (ECH74115_3178); this
fragment is inserted at the tRNA Met locus within phage SP15-
PPV. This prophage variant is characteristic of the three ME
strains (EC4113, EC4115, and EC4116), whereas the smaller
variant of 48,144 bp is carried in the remainder of lineage I/II
strains examined in the present study. It is most likely that this
phage organization arose by duplication and transposition of
phage Sp9 (cpO) targeting phage Sp15. Comparative genomics
shows that both variants are organized syntenically; i.e., compared
with the stx1-positive variant, the stx1-negative variant is a complex
composite of two joined fragments of Sp9 and a unique Sp9’
prophage. We speculate that the adjacent triplet tRNA loci may
have facilitated homologous recombination events and rear-
rangements of these joined prophage fragments. Interestingly, we
also identified several polymorphic regions (Fig. S2B, shaded in
red) that most likely arose through recombinatorial events facili-
tated by the homologous nature of lambdoid phages. Of note are
the fragmented repP phage replication pseudogenes resulting
from disruption by IS629 in the lineage I/II-associated stx1-nega-
tive phage subtypes; this fragmentation may result in an impaired
replication and immobilization of these phages in the SP and TB
outbreak strains as well as in strain EC508. Strain EC4115 carries
a unique lambdoid prophage termed “cpO’ ” (45,449 bp) inserted
at the right border of the cpO prophage (58,298 bp) at the ompW
locus (Fig. S3A). The cpOO’ tandem phage architecture explains
the characteristic stx1-negative genotype of lineage I/II ME
strains. We note here that optical mapping was key to confirm this
unique phage architecture in the two other collected ME strains,
EC4114 and EC4116. This intrachromosomal duplication and
translocation led to a complex cpOO’ tandem phage architecture
flanked by 117-bp direct repeats (Table S2).

Non-Shiga Toxin-Carrying Phage Markers and Genomic Islands in
E. coli O157:H7. We cataloged numerous non–verotoxin-related
mobile genomic regions and variations thereof, which in many
instances are accompanied by insertion-specific repeats (Table
S2). These regions comprise newly identified prophages (Fig. S3
A and B) and phage scars (Fig. S3 D and E) as well as genomic
islands ranging in size from 2 to 15 kbp (Fig. S3 F and G and SI
Results and Discussion). Interestingly, their distribution among
the strains analyzed does not necessarily follow the phylogenetic
relationships. This discrepancy is caused by the mobile nature of
these elements, and although these lateral regions present
valuable biomarkers, the findings highlight the need to evaluate
the mobilome of a species to reconstruct a species’ evolutionary
history accurately. Typing of these lateral regions allowed us not
only to differentiate the outbreak strains (e.g., SP, TB, and TJ)
from each other and from the remainder of the analyzed strains
but also to distinguish among closely related strains derived from
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the same outbreak. For example, some of these phage poly-
morphic loci were key in establishing genetic heterogeneity
among the closely related strains in the SP outbreak as evidenced
by the ME-specific cpOO’ tandem prophage (Fig. S3A) or the
EC4076-specific deletion of the Sp13 prophage (Fig. S3C).

Prophage Microevolution. Comparison of the phylogenetically re-
lated Shiga toxin-converting prophages in the E. coli O157:H7
lineage revealed insights into microevolutionary processes that
drive phage evolution and account for the observed length of
polymorphisms (Fig. 3 and Fig. S2A). We identified numerous
hypervariable regions among Enterobacteria phages, often asso-
ciated with the insertion of the IS elements IS629 and IS66 that
are present in multiple copies in the E. coli O157:H7 genomes.
The transposable IS elements IS629 and IS66 are major drivers
of Stx prophage microevolution, because these mobile elements
disrupt structural and enzymatic components and mediate the
influx of new genetic information (Fig. 3, Fig. S3B, and SI Results
and Discussion). We speculate that IS insertion and propagation
might alter viable prophage function, because we observed the
targeting of structural and enzymatic phage key components,
thus controlling phage dynamics in the diverging E. coliO157:H7
subtypes. Moreover, these IS elements introduce new genetic
information and create fragmented pseudogenes, which together
might alter the phage-borne gene content and expression.

Genetic Alterations in Metabolic Properties. Phenotypic Biolog
characterization and genotypic analyses of 231 strains, which
originate from different clinical and environmental sources
(bovine host reservoir and contaminated spinach bags), from the
E. coli O157:H7 culture collection maintained by the Food and
Drug Administration (Dataset S2) revealed that all 194 strains
associated with the SP outbreak, all 10 bovine strains from the
California farms, and all eight strains of the TB outbreak dis-
played a characteristic N-acetyl-D-galactosamine–negative/D-ga-
lactosamine–negative phenotype because of a single SNP
(Dataset S3 and SI Results and Discussion). Of note, only a single
unrelated outbreak lineage I/II strain, EC508, shared this point
mutation in the agaF gene with SP and TB strains (Dataset S2).
The observed prevalence of this unique phosphotransferase
transport system-deficient phenotype and the Shiga toxin state
support the phylogenetic placement of EC508 within lineage I/II
and its close relatedness to the strains associated with the SP and
TB outbreaks (Fig. 2). SNP discovery further revealed a unique

point mutation in the sucrose transporter gene of strain EC4115
(ECH74115_3591) that was verified in all analyzed ME strains
and results in a pseudogene (Dataset S3). The truncated pseu-
dogene product underlies the Biolog-observed ME-specific D-
sucrose–negative phenotype (SI Results and Discussion). Their
unique phylogenetic position is supported by the ME-specific
genome architecture, which distinguishes these strains from the
remainder of lineage I/II strains (Figs. S1 and S2B). This study
clearly demonstrates the power of combining genomic and
metabolic profiling in analyzing closely related strains.

Conclusion
Understanding the genetic diversity and genome dynamics in
E. coli O157:H7 provides critical insights into this pathogen’s
evolutionary patterns and ecological niches. The identification of
numerous biomarkers (of the core and in the mobilome) for the
E. coli O157:H7 lineage allowed high-resolution typing with a un-
precedented discriminatory power, thus revealing genomic het-
erogeneity, although the overall genome composition of this
serotype is genetically homogenous, comparable with clonal mi-
crobial species such as Yersinia pestis or Bacillus anthracis. As
evidenced in this study, the methodologies applied clearly differ in
their discriminative power; however we found the complementary
use of different typing approaches, including SNP genotyping,
most effective in achieving high phylogenetic accuracy and reso-
lution. The phylogenomic analyses used accounted for fine poly-
morphisms in the E. coli O157:H7 backbone and overall genome
organization and dynamics, as well as recent evolution of the
Shiga-like toxin gene state and metabolic capabilities. Triaging
these methodologies enabled us to elucidate the phylogenetic
relatedness of individual strains and identified multiple micro-
evolutionary traits that lead to lineage-specific genome charac-
teristics. Although the current molecular assays used in public
health microbiology laboratories may be adequate for routine
surveillance and identification of E. coli O157:H7, they lack the
discriminatory power needed to resolve its genetically homoge-
nous population structure and ultimately for linking human E. coli
O157:H7 infection to its source with high accuracy. This study
provides a high-resolution phylogenomic framework for E. coli
O157:H7 with great accuracy and high resolution. This study
established a panel of 1,225 SNPs that now is available for the
typing of E. coli O157:H7 and can be optimized further by careful
review of covariant loci that possess redundant phylogenetic in-
formation. These covariant loci include the presence of plasmids,
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prophage combinations and positions that by themselves poten-
tially define a distinct phylogenetic branch, as discussed in greater
detail for the SP strains associated with the Maine outbreak.
Identified polymorphisms in prophage profiles and dynamics were
shown to arise through recombination, duplication, and trans-
location events of cryptic phages and microevolutionary gene loss
and acquisition. IS targeting of phage-related regions seems to be a
common phenomenon in E. coli O157:H7. This study clearly
demonstrates that the collecting and sequencing multiple strains
from each source or patient from a disease outbreak would pro-
vide a better basis for assessing the dynamics of genomic plasticity
within outbreak-derived strains. In accordance with the present
but limited plasticity in the E. coliO157:H7 strains associated with
the SP outbreak, this conclusion also is supported by the genetic
heterogeneity reported in several serotype O104 strains derived
from the German outbreak (36–38). Even in an outbreak from an
apparent single source, nucleotide variations were detected among
recovered strains; moreover, under laboratory cultivation we
found three instances of microevolutionary alterations comprising
two SNPs and a 1.9 kbp inversion (Fig. S4, SI Results and Dis-
cussion). It is not clear, if observed genotypic differences are the
result of changes occurring in strains during the course of the
outbreak, resulting in new clone(s) from the typical isolate, or are
caused by the mixture of strains in the source of the outbreak. The

latter possibility could have major implications in the study of the
epidemiology of outbreaks and suggests that the microbial pop-
ulations in an outbreak should be studied, rather than relying on
single archetypal reference outbreak strain. Some of the identified
genomic signatures, such as the Shiga toxin virulence states (Stx1,
Stx2+, Stx2c+) of the lineage I/II-derived strains responsible for
the SP and TB outbreaks, appear to be associated intimately with
an increased pathogenic potential (19). These data provide an
accurate and refined depiction of the processes driving the evo-
lution of the E. coli O157:H7 pathogenome.

Materials and Methods
Genomic DNA of the E. coli O157:H7 strains was subject to random shotgun
sequencing and closure strategies using a combination of Sanger and 454
sequencing as previously described (5). Draft genome sequences were assem-
bled using Celera Assembler (39) and manually annotated using the MANATEE
system (http://manatee.sourceforge.net/). Details of bacterial strains, genome
sequencing, assembly, annotation, comparative genome analysis, and the
different typing assays are given in SI Materials and Methods.
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